dark, cold water of Norway's fjord. What was strange was the sudden
appearance of two divers in colorful drysuits, holding bulky camera
systems, emerging from a bubble mass in the midst of nothingness. I
guess I'd become accustomed to looking for orcas in the fjord since
they have a well-known feeding behavior built around bubble netting

BY AMOS NACHOUM AS TOLD TO BRET GILLIAM
PHOTOGRAPHY BY AMOS NACHOUM
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I

It wasn't strange to see a cloud of bubbles rising from the deep,

to catch the massive herring schools that populate this lonely outpost
of Scandinavia. And I had figured that I had this patch of ocean fairly
well staked out as my own province, so the sudden appearance of the
two other divers took me by surprise.
I quickly turned my attention back to the giant ball of herring
that was closing on me as I could hear (and feel) the high-pitched
whistles of hunting orcas that lurked somewhere just beyond the
visibility. I strained to see beyond the whirling bait ball but was
forced back to the surface as my breath ran out. Free-diving in the
semi-frozen north ocean is demanding enough without having to

CAROUSELLING BEHAVIOR (OPPOSITE PAGE) 
Whistling and clicking noises create a wall of bubbles, frightening
the herring and causing them to form a tight ball as they push
toward the surface. The orca then gorge themselves on the herring.
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SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMERS
Orcas are very expressive and dynamic animals. Observing them against the backdrop of a magnificent natural surroundings is magical.

herring are the pre-ordained losers in this gladiatorial

SPOUTING OFF
Warm exhalation in the cold winter months make orcas easy to locate.
IN THE COMPANY OF WHALES NAMED KILLER

match between unequals. Finally, only a debris field
of herring scales are left as the school is consumed.
It's eerie to swim in the aftermath as the scales drift
through the water column like many snowflakes on a
barren plain. Then the whales are gone.
We are some of the very few to actually witness
the phenomenon known as “carousel feeding.” It's no
wonder mammalogists decided to name the behavior
after the mad whirlygig image of a merry-go-round
gone slightly manic. It's even more remarkable that
fishery all but completely collapsed in the 1970s as a
result of overfishing. The Norwegian government
stepped in and enacted strict controls and by the late
1980s the elusive fish had made a startling
comeback. For the first time in over a decade schools
of herring were observed in the fjords, marking a
reversal of Mother Nature's fortune that previously

worry about becoming an unintended entrée as the
ball of fish quickly encircled me.
I reached the surface and drew a ragged breath

was thought to be impossible.
Close on the tails of the herring were the orcas
who adapted their migration and feeding behavior to
take advantage of the renewed resource of their
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we are able to see this firsthand since the herring

favorite food. As an underwater photographer, I took
in the reports with a deepening interest. Would it be
possible to enter the water and swim with the whales

I peer into the gloom and can begin to make
out the shapes of two orcas spinning along the
perimeter of the herring school. Sinking a bit

through my snorkel while keeping a close watch

deeper, I see three more, then six and finally an even

beneath my fins for the approaching whales. My

dozen of the bold black and white striped cetaceans

two dive buddies also snatched some replenishing

aggressively herding the fish and periodically

gulps of air and, as one, we dove as one back into

snacking on the unlucky ones. It's a spectacle of

the frenzied herring. The small fish seek protection

carnage both beautiful in its execution and

from predators by schooling tightly in a massive

frightening for its raw power. Over and over the

moving ball, trying des-perately to appear larger and

orcas spin around and through the terrified herring.

convince the orcas to seek easier, less formidable

The bait ball expands, contracts and re-forms

prey. It's an uneven match, both from an intellectual

endlessly in a futile attempt to thwart the feeding

standpoint and certainly from sheer size.

action of the swift whales. The low ambient light
reflects off of the school in a series of ever-changing
ellipses as the herring ball distorts and diminishes
from the attack.
For ten minutes the orcas continue their
systematic and ferocious feeding and the herring ball
gradually loses mass. The ocean is filled with their
communications as the pod coordinates their rushes.
The water is alive around us with whistles, pings,
squeaks and other “whale talk.” It's clear that the
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MOTHER AND CHILD
The fjords provide a large supply of food, as well as safe environment for breeding and birthing.
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INTERACTION IN THE WILD

to capture their feeding behavior on film for the first
IN THE COMPANY OF WHALES NAMED KILLER

time? I decided it was worth a try.
So beginning in 1993, I've led an annual group
of just four other intrepid divers to Norway in pursuit
of the herring and their tormentors. Researchers have
determined that an estimated 400-600 orcas now
follow the herring into the fjords. These are divided
amongst approximately 50 pods that hunt
cooperatively. Every winter (it had to be winter!!!) the
herring from the North Atlantic basin move into the
deep and cold water of the Norwegian fjord system to
guard and come in as well. It's an adrenaline-fueled

before migrating some 600 hundred miles south to

encounter that can be more than a bit unsettling.

their spawning grounds. The orcas swiftly seized on the
opportunity to gorge themselves on the bounty

offers some perspective on the whales. “Most killer

presented by the resurgent herring stocks. So here I was

whales hunt herring far below the surface. They can

again… freezing my butt off in search of a unique

hold their breath for eight to 15 minutes and dive

photo opportunity. Somewhere in my subconscious I

to depths of approximately 700 feet. The

was still thinking, “Why can't they choose to perform

“carouselling” feeding behavior has been observed in

this behavior someplace a bit warmer?”

nine of the 40 pods that make their home this time

The surrounding ocean averaged only 42° F (5.6°

in harmony and encircle the large herring schools.

careers as I struggled into my drysuit for another bout

Some then swim rapidly through the school flashing

of free-diving. Now a decade removed from my first

their white belly to scare the herring and provoke

trip to Norway, I'm back for more abuse. I remind

the tight defensive ball formations.”
“The orca pod then begins an intricate and

feet as the action primarily takes place in relatively

coordinated series of lunges into the bottom of the

shallow depths because the orcas push the herring

school releasing bubbles from their blowholes. The

closer to the surface with their carouselling attacks. At

rising bubble nets have the effect of forcing the fish to

best, it's small comfort to us.

rise and they are eventually trapped between the orcas

The feeding behavior occupies the orcas
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of year in the Tysfjord region. The entire pod dives

C) and again, I seriously questioned my choice of

myself we only have to dive to depths of about 10-15

UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL
After a full meal, getting close to these magnificent animals is easier.

Noted Swedish orca researcher Anna Bisther,
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slow their metabolism and preserve their energy

and the surface where the final attack behavior begins.

completely except for when they surface to breathe

Systematically, the whales then swim close to the ball

and end up among us as we flounder in our

and slap their powerful tails into its midst. This stuns

restrictive dry suits, bobbing in the ocean swell.

and kills many herring and the orcas then take their

Now is our chance to catch some memorable film

time feeding on the hapless fish.”

frames as the orcas warily take our measure. They

Their practice is to devour the herring one by

are curious about the strangers in their midst but

one. It evokes thoughts of humans lingering on the

initially keep their distance. It's usually a young calf

snack buffet at a cocktail party. The resemblance

that “breaks the ice” (pun savagely intended). Calves

ends there since the orcas typically consume

will sometimes leave the protection of the adults

between 250-300 fish a day in the wild. That’s

and deliberately approach within nearly touching

about 400-500 hundred pounds of snacks… an

distance to inspect us. If we behave ourselves and

appetite rarely observed in humans, with perhaps

offer no overt threat, the adults will lower their

the exception of Marlon Brando.
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and scratches only a few feet from my eye. I
began an involuntary shrinkage inside my drysuit as
I willed myself to make a smaller target.
Unwittingly I squeezed off a shot just before
recoiling.
To my surprise and indescribable relief, the
whale stopped an arm's length away and paused
looking at me. I was paralyzed and unable to move.
She seemed to have a twinkle in her eyes along with
what I desperately wanted to believe was a smile
suspended in the water and turned to present her
underbelly and pectoral fins to me. We regarded
each other as perhaps a cat and mouse might before
the inevitable hostilities. But no threat ensued and I
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forming along her mouth. She hung vertically
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remember thinking that my entire body had also

realized that the whale was genuinely interested in
this unexpected intruder. I was no longer regarded
as lunch but as a curiosity.
The orca was about 17 feet in length, fully
grown, and her erect dorsal fin was nearly six feet
high. I was impressed and, overcoming my initial
trepidation, I ventured a bit closer. She eased away
keeping her relative distance. Several minutes went
by and I tried to get closer but she continued to
kept me at a comfortable span where she could
observe me without letting me get too close. Back
and forth to the surface I went, frantically sucking
in breaths of fresh air, descending again and again to
reestablish our contact. Finally I ran out of film and
energy at just about the same time.
When our team was back resting in the boat, the
orca pod circled us, blowing their warm spouts into

school beneath me began moving in several directions at

surface current in my cumbersome drysuit and 30-

for a fleeting moment, fear almost got the best of me.

high speed. I was left peering into the open mouth of

pound weight belt . The gap between me and the

The surface current had picked up and I found myself

a female orca as she ascended from the depths!

gaping mouth of the orca closed in nanoseconds and

All of these facts swirled in my frontal lobe and

hovering in the midst of the rising herring school.
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My own open mouth dropped its grip on my

I instinctively raised my camera as a defensive

Surrounded by thousands of tiny fish, I reached out in

snorkel in surprise and fear. Salt water trickled

shield. The viewfinder ended up in front of my face

an attempt to frighten them away. A few dozen

across my tongue and I gagged slightly. Would the

and I stared at the orca as she filled up the frame.

responded by parting briefly and giving me a chance

whale see me in time? Was I about to become a

The distance closed further and all I could see was

to improve my sight lines by a few feet. Abruptly the

snack myself? I was helpless swimming against the

the natural black and white body tattooed with scars
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THE FJORD AT DUSK

each winter as they follow the herring. We depart

cavort in high energy bursts of enthusiasm.

each morning in search of a cooperative pod that

vessel Strondholman, we excitedly watched the video

observation. We limit this to only two divers at a

winter afternoon sun faded. I had made a clumsy

footage captured by our team and learn that it was the

time to minimize our intrusion. Once in the water,

and noisy entry from the boat by accident and was

same female who came again and again to play with

we stay as motionless as possible and let the whales

silently cursing myself for the noise I'd

us. We couldn't resist naming her “Anna” after the

pick us up on their sonar. Any encounter will have

inadvertently created. I figured that I'd scared any

attractive Swedish whale researcher.

to be initiated by them as our clumsy attempts to

self-respecting whales into a rapid trip over the

pursue them would be futile. On this day we're

horizon and now lay on the surface trying to

the base of a fjord about 150 miles north of the

lucky as several females and calves decide to give us

disappear from the malevolent stares of my fellow

Arctic Circle. The fjord hosts at least 500 orcas

a close look. We're also treated to a massive adult

divers. But my luck continued and I picked up a

male, maybe 20 feet long or so, that shadows us at

shape in the gloom moving rapidly toward me. It

FACE TO FACE WITH A CURIOUS ORCA

when several “spy-hopped” to train their gaze directly
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hoping for one more encounter as the last of the

Our base of operations is in Loodingham at

line of frozen mountain cabins. We were mesmerized

It was the last day of my 2003 trip and was

will allow us to slip into the water for close

On board our mother ship, the converted fishing

the frigid air like the chimneys of fireplaces from a

the fringe of our visibility.
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particular interest in connecting with humans and

on us with an inquisitive eye. Our free-diving efforts
had drained us and reduced us to topside observers.
The killer whale or orca has no natural enemy
and is considered the sea's paramount predator.
Typically, they are divided into two groups: resident
or transient. Both groups hunt in packs like wolves
however they differ in their prey and methods of
hunting. Transients are known for their mischievous
behavior and hunt seals, dolphins, whales, manta
rays and even sharks. They dominate every
environment where they are found. Resident orcas
more typically choose bony fishes, penguins, birds
and sea turtles as their primary diet. Unlike the
orcas of the Pacific Northwest, who primarily feed
on salmon and hunt in pods of between four and 15
animals, the Norwegian orcas feed mostly on
herring and hunt in pods of up to 50 strong.
Each pod includes a leader, the older females
and their siblings. The calves and junior males remain
with the pod along with the females. The adult males
may leave the pod and return at their whim. It's an
interesting social group. They travel, hunt, rest and
play together. They can be quite friendly and curious
about boats and will frequently spy-hop, leap clear of
the water, wave their tail fins and do surface rollovers. Young calves and juvenile males seem to have a
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felt that I had pushed the boundary too far and

least 25-26 feet in length. He cruised to within 15

began a slow retreat to the safety of the boat, all

feet of me and stopped vertically in the water

the while under the orca's steely gaze. I climbed
aboard and sank to my knees in relief and the
afterglow of the adrenaline rush. The consensus of
the experts at hand was that this was, indeed, a
threat behavior and I had somehow grasped the
not-so-subtle warning as my cue to exit.
However, my passion for the orcas remained
undiminished, and as they circled our boat in the
twilight, I vowed to return again in 2004 and
adventure, please join me. I have some friends I'd
like to introduce you to over a herring snack.
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2005. For those of you with an unbridled sense of
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was the largest male I'd ever seen underwater, at

column. He turned to eye me, then turned back
and opened his mouth as wide as he could. I stared
down the rows of impressive teeth and once again
hoped that this was a friendly encounter. His ivory
teeth contrasted sharply with the almost
psychedelic pink of his massive tongue. I was
frozen, both mentally and physically. This time I

Amos Nachoum is one of the world’s leading big-animal marine wildlife photojournalists and is
Fathoms’ Adventure editor. He also leads small groups on high-adventure dives around the globe. Email
him or check out his website at amos@biganimals.com and www.biganimals.com

>> JOIN AMOS NACHOUM AS HE LEADS THESE INSPIRING PHOTOGRAPHIC & DIVING ADVENTURES <<
Bikini Atoll – The Ultimate Wreck Diving | July 14 – 21 & July 21 – 28. @ $2,850 per person | July 28 – August 04 @ $1750 per person.
The Sardine Run – Wild Coast, South Africa | June 10 – 19 & June 16 – 25 @ $3,800 per person
The Ultimate Great White Shark Photography | June 30 – July 14 @ $5,900 per person
Diving With Killer Whales In Norway | November 5 – 13 & November 12 – 20 @ $5,900 per person
Ultimate Antarctica – In the footsteps of Ernest Shackleton | January 2005
Falkland Island – South Georgia & Antarctic Peninsula | January 23 – February 12, 2005 from $12,900 - $15,900
Ultimate High Arctic – Polar Bears, Belugas & Narwhales | May 26 – June 15 @ $10,000
Humboldt Squid | Must be flexible – three-four weeks advance notice needed @ $2,900 per person

>> WEB: www.biganimals.com << | >> CALL TOLL FREE: 877-229-4253 <<
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